
 
Here we have two strength circuits. For a complete workout, do circuit 1 3x, then do circuit 2 
3x, then stretch! As always, make it work for you! Split it up and sprinkle it throughout the day, 
or do circuit 1 in the morning 3x and circuit 2 at night 3x, OR if you only have time for a quick 
workout do each circuit once through. Whatever you get done, always remember that 5 
minutes is better than no minutes! 

Circuit 1 
1. SquatTwists: 12x per side alternating 
2. Curtsey lunge with crunch: 15x per side 
3. Wind Mills: 30x all together 
4. Plank Rows: 10x per side or 15x arm extensions with no weights 

Circuit 2 
1. Swimming on stomach: 20x per side or 40x all together 
2. Pilates bicycles: 15x per side or 30x all together 
3. Kneeling woodchoppers: 12x per side 
4. Plank squats: 15x 
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1. SquatTwists: Abs engaged! Squat 
down or sit down (sumo or parallel, 
whatever you like better) and as you stand 
up, bring the hands up overhead and twist 
to the right like you are reaching to place 
something on a high shelf next to you. 
Keep the right leg firmly planted and pivot 
the left foot to allow your hips to twist with 
your spine. Alternate sides 12x per side. 

Strength workout 
Circuit 1 - Photos and descriptions:

Without weights:

2. Curtsey lunge with crunch stay on 
one side and add the side crunch (pic 
2) when you stand up. Start by 
keeping the hips and both toes 
pointed forward, step back into a 
lunge but cross the back leg behind 
the front leg. Keep the weight in the 
heel of the front foot and keep the 
back heel lifted. Torso remains as 
upright as possible. 15x/side
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3. Wind Mills Start in Sumo Squat 
position and keep the belly pulled in and 
spine straight (Not hunched over). Keep 
knees over the toes as you move into the 
squat position and reach toward the 
ground with one arm and up to the ceiling 
with the other. Stay in the squat position 
and keep the arms straight as you switch 
which arm is down and which is up. This 
will work the obliques and transverse 
abdominals as you switch back and forth, 
staying low, so keep that belly button 
pulled in and abs engaged! 15x each side 
(30x all together)

4. Plank rows Hold the plank with your hands on 2 
weights (8-15lbs is ideal - not the light ones!). Row one 
arm at a time without letting your hips move around. Row 
= pulling your elbow back and in to your side to squeeze 
that shoulder blade to the spine. 10x per side. You can 

*If you don’t have weights or if you only have light 
weights, hold the plank on toes or knees, or on all fours 
and lift one arm at a time straight out to the side (no 
bend in the elbow). Do 15x per side alternating

1. swimming on stomach  Start on the 
tummy and pulley the belly button in like you have a 
grape under if that you don’t want to squish! Lift the 
head, one arm and the opposed leg off the ground. 
Staying lifted, switch which arm and leg are lifted. If 
you have sensitive neck or shoulders, you can keep 
the forehead down on the ground through the whole 
exercise. Or even just do the legs. 20x per side, 40x 
all together.

Circuit 2
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2. Pilates bicycles Pull the knee to the nose and 
hold for 3 sec. without lowering the shoulders, 
switch legs and then use arms to pull knee to 
nose and hold 3 seconds. alternate sides. 15x/
side or 30x all together. Rest as needed to let 
the abs reset. If you have an ab separation, keep 
the head and shoulders on the ground and keep 
the legs lifted higher so you have just a small 
amount of tension in the abs.

3. Kneeling woodchoppers Disregard the cable in 
this picture (unless you have access to a cable 
machine!). Hold a medium weight or just hold your 
hands together and keep your arms relatively straight 
as you draw a diagonal line back and forth. No 
momentum! Keep the belly button pulled in and the 
tush of the back leg squeezed. 12x per side. One 
side at a time. You can also grab a baby (with neck 
control!) and do this one with one of those cuties!

4. Plank squats Start in plank and jump or step in to a 
squat position and back out to plank (try to remember to 
alternate legs if you’re stepping). Make sure abs are 
engaged, black is flat (not too round), and chest is open 
(not collapsed in). Keep the tushie low! 15x
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